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                    Two Books That Make a Difference for You Today!

                    
                        
                            
                                
                        You have an awful lot of tasks you need to complete today. You want to tell everyone to leave you alone. But you are causing many of the interruptions. When you look at the clock, you wonder where the day went. Even though you worked hard, you are nowhere near getting everything done. Try something new tomorrow! 

                            

                            
                                
                            

                            
                                VIDEO: 
                                The Monotasking book is recommended during prime time on CCTV—nationwide television in China.
                            

                        

                        
                            I have written two books, one about 
                                Monotasking and one about 
                                Pomodoro. These books make advanced theories accessible to everyone. They are easy to read and contain an extensive set of illustrations and many handy tips—research condensed into something that works for all of us in reality.
                            

                            The Monotasking and Pomodoro books give you a method that…		
                                	… makes it easy to 
                                        focus on the most important tasks.
                                    
	… helps you 
                                        avoid unnecessary interruptions.
                                    
	… increases your control and 
                                        reduces stress.
                                    
	… is 
                                        simple and intuitive without apps and IT.
                                    
	… is based on 
                                        scientific research.
                                    


                            

                            The books are more popular than I could have imagined. Translated into many languages, they’ve sold half a million copies around the world.

                             
                                Below you can see where you can buy the books in English, German, Russian, and other languages. 
                            

                             
                                TRAININGS: Many companies also host a training for the entire team or department. It can be a 
                                seminar or a 
                                full-day course. 
                                Read More 
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                    Click on the book you want to buy:
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                            Pomodoro Technique Illustrated

                            English
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                            English
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                            Die Pomodoro-Technik
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                            单核工作法图解

                            Chinese
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                            Chinese
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                            Japanese
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                            시간을 요리하는 

                            Korean
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                            Тайм-менеджмент по помидору

                            Russian
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                            Swedish
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                        Email:

                        staffan.noteberg@rekursiv.se 
                        Phone:

                        0708 - 62 88 88
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                            Skanna QR-koden med telefonen för att lägga till mig på WeChat.
 
                            ×                             
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                            Stäng                             
                        
                         
                    
                     
                

            

        

        
            
            
            
                 
                     
                         
                             
                                You can buy the book here:
 
                                ×                                 
                            
                             
                             
                                
                                    Inga butiker funna. Försök igen senare.
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                                How Can We Host a Monotasking Seminar?
 
                                ×                                 
                            
                             
                            
                                The speaking fees below depend on where the event will be, and they include my travel and accommodation. The fee is for the whole event. You can invite any number of participants. The seminar is ninety minutes, but can be extended to three hours or a full-day training for the same price.

                                	Place	Price
	Stockholm, 1 hour	9’375 kr + VAT
	Stockholm, more than 1 hour	18’750 kr + VAT
	Remote worldwide (Google Hangout, Skype, etc.)	1’875 euro + VAT
	Sweden	23’750 kr + VAT
	European Union	3’875 euro + VAT
	Other	5’875 euro


                                Don’t hesitate to contact me at staffan.noteberg@rekursiv.se to discuss an event at your office.
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